
Theoretical framework
To sum up, the following are the common themes found throughout LO literature: a shared vision, 
teamwork and collaboration, organizational support for learning, organization-wide communication. 
A shared vision allows employees to make sense out of their daily routines and empowers them. 
Teamwork and collaboration is necessary in new idea creation and knowledge sharing. Both formal 
and  informal  learning  activities  need  support  from an  organization,  in  shape  of  organizational 
climate  or  culture,  in  order  to  be  effective.  Finally,  organization-wide  communication  further 
encourages knowledge sharing, awareness of the situation, new ideas and shared vision. 

In  this  project,  the  theoretical  framework  of  a  learning  organization  consists  of  the  following 
elements (see figure 2):

• learning by individuals;

• knowledge sharing;

• organizational learning mechanisms;

• learning organizational culture.

Learning by individuals is a core of a learning organization, whether “learning” means acquiring 
new skills or theoretical knowledge, learning about the internal or external environment of the firm. 
Without individual learning, there can be no learning by the organization. This core consists of 
formal  learning  activities  (education,  courses,  training),  and informal  learning  (sharing  of  tacit 
knowledge – the start  of the knowledge creating spiral).  The essence of the core is  to  provide 
individuals with opportunities to learn and to minimize situational constraints to learning.

Knowledge sharing is a second layer of a learning organization.  In this  layer,  knowledge gains 
momentum  when  two  or  more  persons’ individual  knowledges  meet.  It  corresponds  with  the 
externalization phase of the SECI model. Double-loop learning (surfacing and challenging mental 
models) also occurs in this level as a result of externalization. For knowledge sharing to be most 
effective  and  productive,  knowledge  should  flow  both  horizontally  and  vertically  in  the 
organizational structure. In this layer, focus is on means for enabling and encouraging knowledge 
sharing and reducing the boundaries for flow.

The third layer of a learning organization consists  of organizational learning mechanisms – the 
organizational  structures  and  processes  that  capture  the  outcomes  of  individual  learning  and 
knowledge sharing and embeds them in organizational systems. It is the combination stage, where 
explicit knowledge generated by knowledge sharing is combined and a new set of knowledge is 
created.  The challenge  in  this  layer  is  to  find such mechanisms that  can  best  capture  and put 
learning outcomes to the use of organization.

Finally,  the covering layer  of organizational  culture unifies  and enables  all  the activities of the 
above discussed levels under a shared vision, values, and norms that support learning in all the 
layers. Internalization happens in this layer, when learning organizational culture becomes part of 
individual mental models. 

The boundaries between the layers are thin. Each layer is a constitutive part of another. Learning by 
individuals occurs through knowledge sharing; knowledge sharing is one of organizational learning 
mechanisms; OLMs in turn are a manifestation of organizational culture; organizational culture is 
created  by  individuals.  Organizational  culture  is  to  a  great  extent  made  of  OLMs,  knowledge 
sharing and individual knowledge; individual knowledge, when combined, becomes bigger – the 
whole is greater than the sum of its parts. However, the drawback of this model is that due to the 
thin boundaries between layers, it can be difficult to assign a particular organizational process to a 
particular layer.



Figure 2. Theoretical framework for learning organization
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